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Tuff Form® Former: Bathroom for Life Installation Guide

Tuff Form® offers superior 
strength and rigidity which 
can support a bath and bather. 
Installed with a Bath-to-Tray 
Adaptor, this provides an easy 
upgrade from a conventional 
bathroom to a wet floor 
showering area when needed. 

+  75mm water trap
+   Compression pipe fitting 

(1½”/43mm to EN1455)
+   Supplied with blanking cap 

for use when pressure testing 
pipe system and also avoids 
collection of building residue

+   Trays need to be supported 
on all four sides underneath 
and with cross braces

+   No underfoam required

Slip-Resistant Flooring

Sub Floor

Former

 When full of water and the user, a typical 1.7m long 
bath can weigh up to 0.5 tonnes, creating support foot 
point loadings of 125kg – equivalent to 40kg per cm2. 

Tuff Form® can easily support four such point loads 
(totalling 500kg) provided they are at least 450mm 
apart and are located in a rectangular pattern.

In fact, a correctly installed Tuff Form® with edge and 
waste region support noggins can carry concentrated 
static loads in excess of 125kg, applied over an area 
20mm2, without difficulty.

For specialist support needs, it is possible to increase 
this further (up to one tonne). If you’d like to explore 
this, please get in touch with AKW’s technical team. 

Important: Bath-to-Tray adaptor is designed to 
work with TF75 wastes and Combination Wastes 
(Tuff Form® Waste Adaptor and GW50/GW19)

Please Note: The loads stated in this example exceed the EN433 test loadings which Altro can meet for residual indentation, so 
this must be taken into consideration. Similarly, floor loadings which exceed BRE (Building Research Establishment) guidelines for 
domestic floors or Building Regulation guidelines should be reviewed by structural engineers or similarly qualified professionals. 
AKW can work with you to determine the best solution for specialist needs.

Not suitable for tiled floor installations.

Bath-to-Tray Adaptor 
(waste not included)

Bath legs can be  
situated directly on  
top of the Tuff Form®

Typical waste connection 
(Bath to Tuff Form®  

and below)

WALL PANELS INSTALLATION GUIDE
Wall Panels Installation Guide

AKW panels are designed so that any 
competent tradesperson should be 
able to fit them. Comprehensive fitting 
instructions are provided with every 
order and can also be downloaded 
directly from our website at  
akw-ltd.co.uk.

As all wall panels slightly differ in regards 
to installation, please see the instructions 
for the range of wall panels that you are 
fitting; Marlbrook, Origins or Mermaid.
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1: CUTTING THE PANELS

3: FITTINGS 4: TOOLS

2: PREPARING THE WALLS
For best results the cutting action 
should always be into the decorative 
face of the panel. So when using a 
fine-toothed handsaw, make sure the 
decorative side is faced upwards.  
When using a jigsaw or circular saw, the 
decorative face should be downwards. 

When cutting holes for valves and pipes, 
a minimum of 2mm clearance should be 
allowed all the way around. This clearance 
must be filled with silicone sealant.

Shower attachments and other fittings 
can be secured directly to AKW panels 
using the appropriate fixings.

No specialist equipment is required,  
just normal woodworking tools. Such as 
a wood saw, screwdriver, sealant gun, 
spirit level, tape measure, drill, etc…

AKW panels can be fixed to most surfaces 
including concrete, chipboard and existing 
tiles, but it is important to ensure the 
walls are even and sound in order to 
provide the best possible fixing for them.

When adhesive is to be used, clean  
and dry the walls to ensure the most 
effective bond. 

Please Note: the primary fixing method used should 
always be mechanical, i.e. by the use of screws and 
rawlplugs depending on the structure of the substrate.




